
 

 

ZTO Club 

          Zero to One (ZTO) Club is the club named after Zero to One of Peter Thiel, in fact Zero 

to One is a guide on how to build the future, and as it is ZTO is a club or community of Students, 

enthusiastic learners, local entrepreneurs, startup ideologists, aspiring entrepreneurs, budding 

entrepreneurs, innovators, problem solvers who wish to make or bring the wow thoughts and things 

alive. It is a unique platform where you could get mentored, develop network, share ideas and find 

the best team of alike minds and get listed by investors. ZTO club works on community based social 

networking where “Ideas shared and wows exchanged”! If you want to build your own ecosystem of 

learners come be part of ZTO Club! Which comes exclusive with your subscription? Know what is 

our USP in ZTO is “Making its simple”.  Now no worries on not getting a platform to express if you 

wish to share something in ZTO CLUB we will get it delivered to you; take your Smartphone record 

your story / ideas with ZTO Club Background (Will reach your location once you write to us) and 

when it gets a bid you got to explore a new world of getting things done!  

 

What’s at ZTO CLUB? 

Ideas Sharing 

Idea Challenge  

Failure stories 

Success stories 

Deep Networking 

Mentorship 

Community Building 

Wow Things and Wow Thoughts  

 



 

 

If you wish to organize a ZTO Club in your ecosystem with a theme please let us know at 

team@lightinglanternmediaworks.com  

 

The privilege of ZTO is the group of mentors who could support you all across your journey, which 

is a concern most of time Get Mentor Support from leading academic, entrepreneur and Industrial experts 

worldwide. Mentor support is priced at your subscription with 2 Mentorship per year and if you are looking 

for further mentors select your preferred mentor form our list of mentors based on their availability and 

pricing.  
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